
Early gross motor development is a process through which an infant acquires the basic skills
needed to walk independently in order to begin exploring his/her environment. This process
results from an accumulation of sequential and interdependent motor skills that depend on
factors such as muscle strength, range of motion, muscle tone, motor planning, balance, visual-
motor skills, sensory integration and coordination.

A gross motor delay or disorder is identified when a child has difficulty acquiring some or all of
the motor milestones expected for children of similar age.

There is a wide range between typically developing children during the time when many
of the motor milestones are acquired. One child may walk at 10 months and another at 14
months. lt is when the lack or delay of a motor milestone begins to interfere with other
developmental skills that a request for a physiotherapy assessment and intervention should be
made. A pediatric physiotherapist is trained to identify and distinguish between movement
patterns that are immature and those that are abnormal and possible indicators of a movement
disorder.

Motor Milestones Birth To Three Years

1. O .6 MONTHS:
a Baby begins to become organized and oriented to the midline (hands to mouth and

feet).
O Head control becomes reliable when moved and carried.
a Follows a toy or parent's face/srniles.
t Can roll to prone (on tummy) to supine (on back).
t Begins to acquire sitting balance.
t Reaches out to grasp with one or both hands.
t Retains a toy in either hand.
+ Takes weight in standing rvith suppc* cn flat feet/bounces.
a Begins to pivot and move forward in prone (on tummy).

2. 6-12MONTHS:
I Baby sits unsupported and begins to move in and out of sitting.
t More exploration of environment through commando crawling and then creeping on all

fours.
l Pulls to stand on furniture/cruises around furniture and walks with hands held.
t Crawls up and down stairs.
) Stands unsupported/may begin to walk unsupported.
a Transfers toys/uses both hands in midline.



3. 12 - 24 MONTHS:
O Walks independently/walks with coordination/little or no falling.
I Walks backwards/sideways/stands on either foot with support.
a Walks up and down stairs with support, then alone.
<} Runs with coordination/begins to jumpijumps off step.
+ Begins to throw and kick a ball.
t More mature motor planning (e.9. climbing on and off riding toy/steps over low object).
a Begins one foot balance skills.

4. 24 -36 MONTHS:
t Balances on either foot.
a Can walk on tiptoes.
t Runs with even rhythm, controland speed.
I Goes up and doyvn stairs, progressing from two feet on one step to alternating feet by

36 months.
I Plays on riding toys/may pedal bike by 36 months.
O Hand-eye skills begin to mature/kicks, throws and catches ball with improved

accuracy.
+ Jumps forward/jumps off 24" heighVjumps over 8" rope
+ Begins to hop on one foot by 36 months.
t Rolls to side to stand up.
I Walks with heel-toe gait on line and backwards/walks on 4" beam with,no support by

36 months.

When To Refer For Physiothera

Anytime the parent is concemed or:

BIRTH TO 6 MONTHS:
Refer if the child . . . ...
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+ ls moving one side or limb less than others.
t ls not bringing hands to mouth.
a ls not able to hold head steadily when moved by 4 - 5 months.
a ls not watching a moving toy/faces.
I ls not raising head in prone by 4 - 5 months,
a lf baby feels "stiff' or "floppy".
+ lf baby is not responding briskly to sounds by turning head by 3 - 4 months.
t Persistent fisting of hands or arching of back is seen or if baby's diaper is hard to

change because his/her legs are stiff.

6 . 12 MONTHS:
Refer if the child .... ..

a ls not bearing weight on flat feet with supporUis weight bearing on only one foot.
t ls not responding socially with smiles and interest in environment-and toys.
a ls not responding briskly to sounds by turning head.
<} ls not visually following throughout full range
a ls not grasping feet with hands when in supine (on back).



a lf baby stands on toes with stiff legs when held in standing.a Feels "stiff'or "floppy" when held and moved.
a ls not sitting well unsupported by 7 - 8 months and is not moving in and out of sitting

by I - 10 months.
t ls not yet commando crawling by I - 10 months or not creeping by 10 - 11 months.a ls not making any attempt to pull to stand by 12 months.

12 . 24 MONTHS:
Refer if the child......

a ls not pulling to stand by 12 - 13 months or stands on toes when standing.
O Seems "stiff'or "loose and floppy".
a ls not cruising around furniture by 12 - 13 months.
a Walks on toes.
I ls not walking by 14 - 15 months.
a ls walking without support but continues to trip and fall after 3 - 4 months of walking.I Appears to trip over objects on floor regulady or appears clumsy.o Does not appear to judge distances and spaces when walking and crawling (e.g. steps

off 2 stairs/trips over door sills).
f Appears to be losing rnotor skills or is uncomfortable with rnovement.t Runs with an uneven or stiff-legged gait.
a Has difficulty walking up and down stairs with rail by 22 - 24 months.a Tires easily with age-appropriate motor play.
t ls not jumping or jumping off one step by 22 months.

24 . 36 MONTHS:
Refer if the child... ...

t ls not running with a coordinated gait.
t ls not jumping and jumping off a low step of 1g" by 36 months.t ls walking or running on toes.
+ Seems "stiff'or "loose and floppy".
a Trips and falls easily.
a ls not able to balance on one foot briefly.
t Difficuity juciging distance and space (e.g. stairs, climbing, jumping off a step).t ls not throwing and catching a ball by 3 years.
) Tires easily with age-appropriate play.
t Poor hand strength (climbing, dropping objects, difficulty with manipulation of toys).



The preschool years (3 - 5 years) are a time when the young child is acquiring new abilities in

many domains. Speech, cognitive and fine motor skills are all rapidly expanding' Motor

development at this time is important as it allows the child the means to explore his/her

environment in a variety of ways. lt is one of the first areas where children begin to play

interactively and model eacn others actions, promoting an expanded repertoire of movements

as well as a basis for developing social skills.

Balance, coordination, visual-motor and motor planning skills all combine to enable the child to

run, jump, climb, throw, catch and kick with increasing skill'

Delays or difficulties in any of these components can result in a lack of confidence and inability

to "k-eep up" with peers.- Children who experience difficulties in their motor development may

begin to avoid these activities, creating an increasing distance between themselves and their

typically developing peers.

The physiotherapist can provide a detailed neuromotor developmental assessment to identify

areas of strength and difficulty as well as an intervention plan to assist the family and preschool

teachers in promoting the child's motor development'

1, 3-4YEARS:
+ Jump ofi a 24" bench with control/jurnp over an 8" rope'

+ Walk on a 4" balance beam.
t Jump repeatedly with rhythm and control.

' 
Balance on either foot unsupported (3 - 5 seconds)'

a Hop on either foot several times.
I Pedal a trikelmanage most playground equipment (slides, swings).

t walk up and down stairs altemating feet without support.

+ Throw overhand and catch a ball from 8 - 10' with some accuracy'

+ Kick a ball with direction and control'
a Develops hand dominance and more precise fine motor skills such as pencil skills and

use of scissors.
{} Able to do forward roll without assistance by 48 months.

a Throw a ball underhand with some control by 48 months.

I Able to balance on either foot unsupported for 5 seconds by 48 months.

2. 4-SYEARS:
i> strength and coordination increase/running, jumping, climbing.

a Balance skills develop, enabling child to ride bike/walk ndrrow beam.

a Throws overhand, catcn and kick with increasing skills/beginning to learn rules of

. organized games/visual-motor skills more sophisticated.

+ Can catch a tennis ball from 5'by 48 - 52 months'
t Learning more complex motor planning skills'
+ Running gait is narrow and rhythmicalwith good stop/start control'

Motor Milestones 3 To 5 Years



a Up and down stairs, alternating feet without support easily.
<) Beginning to play cooperatively with peers/simple ball games such as T-ball and

soccer requiring more challenging skills.
I Skips, alternating feet.
a Stands on either foot > 7 - 8 seconds.
O Hops for 10 feet.
a Able to hop repeatedly on either foot by 48 - 52 months.
I Stands heel/toe on line.
a Jumps off 30" table ind forward > 24".

When To Refer For Physiothera

Anytime the parent is conoerned or:

3 TO 4 YEARS:
Refer if the child......

i ls not able to balance on either foot for 2 - 3 seconds.
.) ls not able to jump off a 24" bench with control.
t) Trips and/or falls regularly.
t Does not seem to notice edges of surfaces such as curbs or trips repeatedly over

objects on floor.
I ls running with uneven rhythm or gait.
t ls not able to hop several times on either foot.
o ls having difficulty keep up with peers/tires easily.
O ls not able to throw or catch a ball frorn 3 - 5' (looks away/closes eyes).
+ Finds repetitive actions difficulUbecomes disorganized (e.9. repeated jumping as on a

trampoline or climbing up a ladder).
t Has difficulty "figuring out" a new motor activity.
a ls losing motor skills.

4 TO 5 YEARS:
Refer if the child......

t ls not able to walk a narrow balance beam (2 - 4") without difficulty.
+ ls not able to hop on either foot for 10'/balance on either foot for 5 seconds.
I Cannot walk on a 4' balance beam for 10'.
a Has difficulty skipping and running with coordination.
t Trips regularly or becomes disorganized with more complicated combinations of

movernent such as running and jumping.
t Walks, runs on tiptoes.
t Has difficulty keeping up with peers.
a Tends to avoid motor activity.
o Appears to be losing motor skills.
O Has difficulty with throwing over or underhand to a 5'target, catching with hands from

10'and kicking a ballwith control and direction.
O Has difficulty judging space and distance either with stairs, jumping off 30 - 36" bench,

stepping over and around objects,



It should be noted that there is a wide variation in abilitv hetween tvpicatlv developinq
children depending on their natural ability, experience and level of interest in motor
activity, The pediatric physiotherapist should be consulted when:

t The child's difficulties in age-appropriate rnotor activities appear to be interfering in his/her
ability to participate in age{evel play with peers.

I When the child's safety is at risk due to balance, coordination, strength and/or visual-
motor difficulties.

a When the child appears to be losing skills previously seen.

a The child has had a long-term chronic illness (e.9. juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, traumatic
head injury, cardiac surgery), which has resulted in difficulties in attaining or regaining
age.appropriate motor skills.

I When the child appears to be unaware of potential physical danger with motor activities
(e.9. unaware of heights or balance problems).
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